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Abstract: Recently, many researchers have used nature inspired metaheuristic
algorithms due to their ability to perform optimally on complex problems. To
solve problems in a simple way, in the recent era bat algorithm has become
famous due to its high tendency towards convergence to the global optimum
most of the time. But, still the standard bat with random walk has a problem
of getting stuck in local minima. In order to solve this problem, this research
proposed bat algorithm with levy flight random walk. Then, the proposed
Bat with Levy flight algorithm is further hybridized with three different
variants of ANN. The proposed BatLFBP is applied to the problem of
insulin DNA sequence classification of healthy homosapien. For classification
performance, the proposed models such as Bat levy flight Artificial Neural
Network (BatLFANN) and Bat levy Flight Back Propagation (BatLFBP) are
compared with the other state-of-the-art algorithms like Bat Artificial Neural
Network (BatANN), Bat back propagation (BatBP), Bat Gaussian distribu-
tion Artificial Neural Network (BatGDANN). And Bat Gaussian distribution
back propagation (BatGDBP), in-terms of means squared error (MSE) and
accuracy. From the perspective of simulations results, it is show that the
proposed BatLFANN achieved 99.88153% accuracy with MSE of 0.001185,
and BatLFBP achieved 99.834185 accuracy with MSE of 0.001658 on WL5.
While on WL10 the proposed BatLFANN achieved 99.89899% accuracy with
MSE of 0.00101, and BatLFBP achieved 99.84473% accuracy with MSE of
0.004553. Similarly, on WL15 the proposed BatLFANN achieved 99.82853%
accuracy with MSE of 0.001715, and BatLFBP achieved 99.3262% accuracy
with MSE of 0.006738 which achieve better accuracy as compared to the other
hybrid models.
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1 Introduction

In the field of biological sciences, it very important to know the important aspect of DNA. Because
all the genetic information of an organism related to the functioning and reproduction is contained
in the DNA. It carries all the information in encrypted form from cell to another cell as well as from
parents to the offspring. Recently, the DNA sequences can be easily read with the development of
sequencing technologies [1]. It is like a repository of methods that holds all the instructions for making
of protein in the human body [2]. Normally, a DNA sequence consists of four types of similar chemicals
such as Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Thiamine (T), and Cytosine (C), all these types of chemicals are
repeated billions of times in the genome, called nucleotides or base pairs of the DNA sequence. In the
DNA sequences, all the four base pair such as Adenine is bonded to Thiamine and Guanine is bonded
to cytosine [2]. For the understanding and to decrypt the information related to biological field, a new
area of interest known as bioinformatics has evolved [3]. It is a new emerging research domain of the
21st century, it combines many areas like biology, Mathematics, statistics, and computer science etc.
It is an important interdisciplinary field which uses information technology for successfully solving
the biological problems [4]. The speed of the data generation and growth is exponential in the area
of bioinformatics. But it is very complex to generate any useful information from analyzing DNA
sequences [3]. Currently, GenBank is a well-known DNA sequence database, which consists of more
than 2 million nucleotides or base pairs [1]. To extract information from the massive quantity of the
biological data, many cutting-edge computer technologies, algorithms and tools are required [4]. The
vital issue in the domain of bioinformatics is the prediction of secondary structure of protein, multiple
sequence alignment, inferencing for the construction of phylogenetic trees. These problems are non-
deterministic and non-polynomial in nature [3]. Previously, several conventional statistical models and
computer science techniques are used [4]. The statistical techniques such as Hidden Markov model
(HMM), and Distance based classification are practiced for the aim of the classification of DNA
Sequences [5]. More recently, data mining techniques like rule learning (RL), Naïve Bayes(NB), and
nonlinear integral classifier (NIC) are found to be more useful and practiced for the classification
of DNA sequences [6]. Furthermore, the decision tree algorithm is practically utilized for the DNA
sequence classification [7]. The use of numerous traditional techniques for classification of DNA
sequence having limitations with respect to accuracy and the time complexity.

For overriding the glitch of having low accuracy, progressive techniques like hybrid machine
learning algorithms are used with an intention for DNA sequence classification accurately [6]. The
computational models called hybrid Artificial Neural Network (HANN) are primarily inspired from
the biological neural systems called neurons [8,9]. ANN mimics the working functionality of the
human brain [10]. Many researchers are working in the field of hybrid neural networks for tackling
the problems of DNA and Proteins. Recently, Eickholt studied boosting and neural networks for
the prediction of disorder in proteins [11]. Countless nature inspired optimization methods are also
trained on bioinformatics to improve convergence during search and for the alignment of multiple
DNA sequences; as it is the major and core problem in this bioinformatics field [12]. This research
work proposed a hybrid method for the classification of Insulin DNA sequence of a healthy human.
Many researchers in the past used numerous traditional statistical and data mining techniques for the
above-mentioned problem but all the methods and techniques having flaws with respect to accuracy.
Furthermore, this research work hybrid the proposed model with Bat a nature inspired optimization
algorithm, Levy Flight with artificial neural network and back propagation neural network. With the
hybridization approach the performance of the neural network and back propagation algorithm is
increased up to the mark.
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The main contributions of this paper are given below;

• This research paper proposed hybrid metaheuristic methods combined with a Bat algorithm for
the aim to classify the healthy human insulin DNA sequences.

• During the preprocessing, the alignment of DNA sequences is done with the help of omega
cluster tool in the first phase. In the second phase the sequence of healthy human is converted
into binary for achieving machine readability.

• The methods proposed in this research work is a nature inspired optimization technique
called Bat algorithm combined with Leavy flight and simple artificial neural networks and
back propagation neural network for the aim to enhance the accuracy in DNA sequence
classification.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 sheds some light on the literature
review and the algorithms used for the classification of the DNA sequence. Furthermore, Section 3
explains the proposed BatLFBP algorithm, and the methodology for DNA sequence classification is
discussed in the Section 4. The simulation results are discussed in the Section 5 and finally, the paper
is concluded in the Section 6.

2 Literature Review

Classification is the basic problem in the field of supervised learning in artificial intelligence. Until
now, numerous methods and techniques are used for the purpose of classification. Various methods
and models are used for classification, such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM), sequence-sequence
classification technique and regression etc. are practiced to solve and classify the biological sequences.
In these models the highest alignment score is based in the target classification. Furthermore, another
class is used known as featured based selection. In this procedure the biological sequences are changed
into a sequence of features and attributed vectors and then classification methods are applied to classify
them into the required classes. Sometimes by converting the sequences into the features, the data loses
its true nature or form [5].

Another technique employed for classification of DNA sequence is distance-based classification.
Numerous distance calculation functions are used to calculate the similarity between the sequences
and clearly displays the quality of the classification. Various methods of data mining and machine
learning like KNN, SVM with local alignment are used for this type of classification, but these
methods offer non-polynomial time and mostly are slow in learning [5–13]. Many other Machine
learning is practiced for the aim of the classification of DNA sequences. Despite providing ample
results, all of these methods have limitations. But with rapid advancements in the machine learning
field, hybrid metaheuristic approaches try to attain efficient outcomes within the minimum ratio of
time. More recently, decision tree variant ID3 has been used to classify the DNA sequences. During
the implementation process of the decision tree algorithm different statistical parameters are used
for the evaluation purposes. The results obtained by ID3 algorithm were accurate up to 88 percent,
thus showing that ID3 is efficient and accurate [7]. Similarly, Kassim et al. [6] presented a technique
to classify the sequences of DNA with the help of convolutional neural networks (CNN). The CNN
comprised of one input layer, followed by numerous hidden layers and has the capability to encounter
np-hard problems like DNA sequences. This research article utilized CNN to quantify the efficiency of
various data mining techniques. They were able to obtain accuracies of 67.4, 68.2 and 71.6 percent on
SVM, decision tree, and rule-based learning respectively. Concurrently, the CNN attained an accuracy
rate of 90% for the classification of DNA sequences.
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In addition to the current issue, [13] suggested another technique for DNA sequence classification
via wavelet neural network (WNN). The research work uses numerous techniques such like Least
trimmed squares (LTS) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) combined with WNN for solving the problem of
convergence. WNN is estimating the function f(x) of the signal of the DNA sequence. The technique
comprises of the arrangements and processing of the spectrum of the DNA sequence signals. K-
mean classification technique is used to combine the same DNA sequences related to the criteria.
The researcher used Pearson correlation is used for evaluating the relationship between two vectors
of DNA sequences. The result outcomes with the help of WNN of training is 98% and for testing is
92%. Their technique was much better than the BPNN which attained an accuracy of 83% and 85%
for training and testing respectively. From the literature discussed in this paper, it is found that the
DNA sequence classification is highly enhanced with the help of hybrid metaheuristics rather than
simple ANNs.

Shadab et al. in [14] identify DNA-Binding proteins (DBPs) by using deep learning methods.
In this research the author proposed two different deep learning based methods for identifying
DBPs: DeepDBP-ANN and DeepDBP-CNN. The DeepDBP-ANN was used for generated set of
features trained on traditional neural network. And DeepDBP-CNN was pre-learned embedding
and Convolutional Neural Network. Both proposed methods were tested on standard benchmark
datasets. DeepDBP-ANN had achieved test accuracy of 82.80%. While DeepDBP-CNN achieved
84.31% accuracy. But still need to improve the accuracy of the used model in this paper. Further
(Gunasekaran et al., 2021) [15] employed convolutional neural network (CNN), convolutional neural
network long short term memory (CNN-LSTM), and CNN-Bidirectional LSTM architectures using
Label and K-mer encoding for DNA sequence classification. The models are evaluated on different
classification metrics. From the experimental results, the CNN and CNN-Bidirectional LSTM with
K-mer encoding offers high accuracy with 93.16% and 93.13%, respectively, on testing data.

Therefore, this study utilize a novel metaheuristic bat algorithm to classify DNA sequences in
ANN. The proposed methodology is discussed in the next section.

3 The Proposed Algorithm
3.1 Implementation of the Bat Algorithm

Metaheuristic algorithms are used for various optimization problems. Among all these algorithms
bat algorithms is one of the algorithm which is developed by Yang in 2010 [16], inspired from the
natural searching behavior of the bat [17]. Through echolocation, bat finds the place of the food. Bats
communicates efficiently and detect very rapidly the optimal solution with continuously changes occur
in the emission and loudness using random walk. The bat algorithm uses three rules which are given
below;

• Through echolocation, all bats find the distance and also acknowledge the difference between
food/prey and the background obstacle in some magical way.

• Bat flies with a random velocity of (vi) in a position (xi) having fixed frequency (fmin) the changing
wavelength λ and loudness A0 to search prey. The wavelength is adjusted automatically of their
emitted pulses and the adjust rate of the emission of pulses, r ∈ [0,1] depends on the closeness
of the target.

• There are numerous options to adjust the loudness. For simplicity: the loudness is assumed to
be varied from a positive large A0 to a minimum constant value, which is represented by Amin.
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The initial position xi , velocity vi, and frequency f i are initialized for bat bi the mathematical
equation for the original bat algorithm is given as [16,17];

fi = fmin + (fmax − fmin) * β (1)

vit = vit + (
xit−1 − x∗) ∗fi (2)

xit = xit−1 + vit (3)

With the interval of [0,1], β refer ta a randomly generated number. The xt
i demonstrates the value

of a findings variable j for Bat i at a time t. The result f i in Eq. (1) is exercised to operate the pace and
range of the movement of the Bats x∗ variable shows the current global best location which is situated
after equating all the solutions among the n-Bats [18,19]. Initially one solution is selected among the
current best solution for local search and then the random walk is applied in order to generate the new
solution for each bat.

xnew = xold + εAt (4)

where, At stands for the average loudness of all the bats at time t, and εε [–1,1] is a random number. For
each iteration of the algorithm the loudness Ai and the emission pulse rate ri are updated as follows;

Ai
t+1 = At

i (5)

rt+1
i = r0

i [1 − exp(γ t)] (6)

where α and γ are constant. At the first step of the algorithm the emission rate r0
i and loudness Ai

t

are often randomly chosen. When A become 0, it means that prey is found and the pulse rate becomes
high. Generally, A0

i ε[1, 2] and ri
0 [0,1]. Mostly loudness and the pulse rate play an important role in

the changing behavior of the bat algorithm.

3.2 Levy Flight Random Walk

Benoit Mandelbrot used the Levy Flight for the very first time for the distribution of a specific
pitch size. Later, instead of using Levy’s continuous flight named after a French mathematician Paul
Levy. The researchers’ employees’ random strolls in levy flight on a discrete grid. This is randomly
selected walk with a large tail of probability distribution [20]. Levy motion, commonly known as a
levy flight, is a type of non-Gaussian random process in which the random walks are drawn from the
levy stable distribution. This distribution is a simple, easy formula of law of power where 0 < 2 is a clue.

3.3 The Proposed BatLFBP Algorithm

The Bat with levy flight back propagation (Bat LFBP) algorithm was proposed in this paper and is
used to classify a human insulin DNA sequence. The Bat population is first initialized in the suggested
Bat LFBP models. After that, the BP system structure is built. Next, the entry value is then used to
create the BP network. The initial weights and bias values are initialized using the Bat levy flight
algorithm and then those weights are passed into the BP. Each weight is calculated and compared to
the others. In the coming pass, Bat will update the weights until to reach the best possible solution is
found, and then continue to search for optimal weights until the network’s last cycle or epoch of the
network is reached or the MSE is achieved.
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The following equations are used by the BPNN algorithm to calculate weight and biases.

wc =
m∑

c=1

a.(rand − 1
1
2
) (7)

Bc =
m∑

c=1

a.(rand − 1
1
2
) (8)

where as wc= cth is the value in a weight matrix. The rand is the random number having a value from
[0 1], α is any constant parameter having value less than one and Bc is the bias value. So, the list of
weights matrix can be calculated as follows in the Eq. (9);

ws = [w1
c, w2

c, w3
c . . . . . . wn−1

c , ] (9)

From BPNN algorithm it is easy to calculate MSE for every weight matrix in ws the total input to
the unit i in the layer j is given below in Eq. (10);

yi = f (

N∑
j=1

Wc(i,j)aj + bcj) (10)

The total output of m unit for the output layer is given in Eq. (11);

Xm=f (

M∑
m=1

wc(jm)yi + bcm) (11)

where, Xm is the output of the network, f is transfer function and wc(jm) represents weights matrix and
yi is the net output from the neuron. At the beginning weight value of a matrix in BatLFBP can be
calculated by the following given Eqs. (7) and (8). From the back-propagation process MSE can be
calculated easily for every weight matrix in ws. For each hidden layer unit j is computed in Eq. (10)
and the total output of m unit for the output layer can be calculated in Eq. (11). The job of the network
is to acquire the connection between a particular chunk of inputs and output pairs {(a1T1,), (a2T2,),
(a3T3, . . . atTt,)}. The weights and biases are calculated according to the back-propagation method.
The error can be calculated as in the Eq. (12) which is given as under;

er = Tr − Xr (12)

The index of the hybrid network can be calculated form the following Eq. (13) as given below.

Vf (x) = 1
2

R∑
r=1

eT
r · er (13)

whereas, the average performance of Vf (x) can be calculated from the given Eq. (14) as shown given
below.

Vμ (x) =
∑N

j=1 Vf (x)

Pi
(14)

when each epoch ends the average of average MSE for the ith epoch can be computed from the given
Eq. (15).

MSEi = {Vμ (x1) , Vμ (x2) , Vμ (x3) , . . . Vμ (xn)} (15)
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The MSE is replicating by the bat algorithm and is found when all the inputs are processed for
each population of the bat so the bat prey xi can be calculated in the given Eq. (16);

xi = min{Vμ (x1) , Vμ (x2) , Vμ (x3) , . . . Vμ (xn)} (16)

New solution xi
t+1 for bat i is generated for each time step t, the virtual bats movements to updates

their velocity vi, and frequency fi using the Eqs. (1) and (2). The result of fi in Eq. (1) is used to
control the speed and range of the movements of the bats. The variable x∗ shows the present global
best solution which situated after comparing the all the solutions among the all the n bats. In finding
the neighborhood best solution near the current best solution found in the Eq. (17), the variable xj
represents the current global best solution which is located after comparing all the solutions among
all the n bats. Where, the value α > 0 is the step size scaling factor. In most cases, α = 1 is used.

xj = xold + cs ⊕ Levy(λ) (17)

The movement of the bats xi towards xj can be drawn from the Eq. (18);

V = xi + rand · (
xj − xi

)
randi > ri (18)

The bats can move from xi toward xj randomly and can be written as;

∇Vi = xi + α ⊗ levy (λ) ∼ 0.01 ·
⎛
⎝ Uj∣∣Vj

∣∣ 1
μ

⎞
⎠ . (V − Xbest) randi < Ai&&f(xi) < f(x∗) (19)

where, ∇Vi is a small movement of xi towards xj. The weight and bias for each layer is then adjusted as;

Wx
n+1 = Wx

n − ∇Xi (20)

Bx
n+1 = Bx

n − ∇Xi (21)

Start
Step 1: Initialize Bat population size and BPNN structure
Step 2: Load training Dataset
Step 3: While MSE < stopping Criteria

Pass the best value as an input to the network
Feed forward neural network runs with the weights initialized with bat
The sensitivity of one layer is calculated from its previous one and the calculation of the update
weights and bias and calculate error using Eq. (12)
Minimize the error by adjusting the network parameter using Bat levy flight
Generate Bat input source (xi) by selecting random targets preys using Eqs. (18) and (19).
(Xi) = (Xj)
Evaluate the fitness of the prey, choose a random prey i
If (xj) > (xi) Then

(xi) ← (xj)
(Xi) ← (Vj)

End if
(Continued)
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Continued
Bat keeps on calculating the best possible weight at each epoch until the network is converged

End While
Step 4: Post process results and visualization
End

4 The Proposed Methodology

The research methodology of this research consists of two phases, the first phase is the pre-
processing and the second phase is the post- model training phase. In the pre-processing phase, the
data is convert to a standard form on removing any unwanted materials from the data. The dataset
is taken from the NCBI, the world’s largest on-line database of biological data. The DNA sequences
of healthy (human) homosapien insulin are taken, in FASTA format. FASTA is a DNA sequence text
format. The DNA sequences in FASTA are a sequential line of congestive characters with no spacing
as shown in the Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Normal view of the DNA sequence

The DNA sequence consist the combination of different pair A (Adenine), T (Thymine), C
(Cytosine), G (Guanine). All the pair in the sequences are different combination of these base pair. The
DNA sequences of this dataset have 495 base pairs after alignment using standard shape alignment.
The dataset are divided in two group such as 30% and 70%. 70% of the data is used for the training
of the algorithms and 30% of the data is used for testing purpose. Fig. 2 shows the nucleotide density
and the relationship of A with T and C with G in the DNA sequence. Tab. 1 shows the description of
the dataset.

Figure 2: The pairs between nucleotides of the DNA
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Table 1: Description of the dataset

No. Dataset Sequence length
(Base Pairs)

Samples Classes Description

1 Insulin Variant 1 495 1;495 5 Human Insulin
DNA sequence

In order to reduce the number of mismatches in the preprocessing steps and increase the number
of matches in the DNA sequence, initial alignment of the DNA sequences is performed with the
omega cluster tool. A sequence will be considered the best sequence which have a larger number of
correspondences. The DNA sequences are in characters, and it will be converted to the binary form to
readable for the machine. The DNA sequence Binary schema used for binarization of is given as; A =
0 0 1 is Adenine, T = 0 1 0 is Thymine, C = 0 1 1 is Cytosine, G = 1 0 0 is Guanine, N = 1 0 1 is Gap.

So, according to the above rule, this study converts the DNA Sequence into Binary. Nucleotides
of the DNA sequence ATCGN. Fig. 3 shows the binary form of the DNA sequence according to the
above-mentioned schema.

Figure 3: DNA sequence binarization

In the post processing step, first the hybrid BatLFBP model discussed in Section (3.3) is design
and then to train the proposed model with the clean data is fed to the model. Bat starts random search
and picks the best value from the specified location by the levy flight and then fed these best values
to the artificial neural networks and finally generates the output results. In the Fig. 4, the proposed
BatLFBP algorithm for DNA sequence classification is given.
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Figure 4: The proposed BatLFBP algorithm for DNA sequence classification
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5 Results and Discussions

This section includes the classification of DNA sequence outputs for the three templates using
multiple window lengths (WL); WL 5, WL 10 and WL 15. The data set is taken from NCBI of
a multicellular organism. The total number of DNA base pairs in this dataset are 469, and after
alignments the number of base pair sequence reach to 495 by adding 26 gap to equate with other DNA
sequences. With the help of “mRNA Nm_000207” number Homo sapiens insulin (INS), transcript
variant 1, is access. The sequence can be traced easily with the help of this number, in the large
database like NCBI. The basic theme of the research work is the classification of the insulin DNA
sequence of human using metaheuristic optimization techniques hybrid with neural network models.
The highlighted BatLFBP and BatLFANN are the proposed algorithms and the four other hybrid
algorithms are used for comparison and given in the Tabs. 2–4.

Table 2: Performance of the proposed models for variant 1 DNA sequence on WL 5

Algorithm Training data Testing data

Accuracy MSE Accuracy MSE

BatANN 99.09948 0.009005 98.32182 0.016782
BatBP 98.66667 0.013333 99.02543 0.006746
BatGDANN 99.02225 0.001777 99.00318 0.002968
BatGDBP 98.83873 0.011613 98.95178 0.010482
BatLFANN 99.93408 0.000659 99.82853 0.001715
BatLFBP 99.54337 0.004566 99.32621 0.006738

Table 3: Performance of the proposed models for variant1 DNA sequence on WL 10

Algorithm Training data Testing data

Accuracy MSE Accuracy MSE

BatANN 99.17068 0.008293 99.78495 0.00215
BatBP 99.51123 0.004888 99.70856 0.002914
BatGDNN 99.653 0.00347 99.10832 0.001917
BatGDBP 99.15973 0.008403 99.51015 0.004899
BatLFANN 99.75693 0.002431 99.89899 0.00101
BatLFBP 99.93044 0.005696 99.84473 0.004553

Table 4: Performance of the proposed models for variant1 DNA sequence on WL 15

Algorithm Training data Testing data
Accuracy MSE Accuracy MSE

BatANN 99.03144 0.000686 99.3449 0.006551
BatBP 98.08247 0.011175 99.33194 0.006681
BatGDNN 99.00282 0.001172 99.73115 0.002688

(Continued)
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Table 4: Continued
Algorithm Training data Testing data

Accuracy MSE Accuracy MSE

BatGDBP 99.49946 0.005005 99.32988 0.006701
BatLFANN 99.82023 0.001798 99.88153 0.001185
BatLFBP 99.61878 0.003812 99.83418 0.001658

5.1 Preliminaries Studies

In this portion of the research work, the machines used for the aim of simulations are equipped
with an Intel core i7 turbo processor having the strength of 2.7 and 2.9 GHz, seventh generation
and having 8GB RAM. The tool used for the intent of implementation of the proposed algorithms is
MATLAB R2014b with Windows 10 operating system. The proposed Bat Algorithm with Levy flight
back propagation neural network is tested on the benchmark DNA sequences dataset taken from the
world famous and largest biological National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) data
repository. The proposed algorithms used in this paper are given below.

1. Bat with Levy Flight Artificial Neural Network algorithm (BATLFANN).
2. Bat with levy Flight Backpropagation algorithm (BATLFBP).

The performance of the proposed algorithms used in this research work are equated with the
following four neural network algorithms merged with optimization algorithms on two datasets with
two different variants and three separate window sizes.

1. Bat with Artificial Neural Network algorithm (BatANN) [10].
2. Bat with Back Propagation Neural Network algorithm (BatBP) [19].
3. BAT with Gaussian distribution Artificial Neural Network algorithm (BatGDNN) [21].
4. BAT with Gaussian Distribution Back Propagation algorithm (BatGDBP) [21].

While performing the experiments, performance parameters used are accuracy and mean square
error (MSE). The evaluation of the proposed algorithms is done on two dataset variants of insulin
DNA sequences having different windows length sizes like five, ten and fifteen. The maximum number
of the epochs for this experimental work were set to 1000.

5.2 Results Performance for WL 5

Tab. 2 illustrates the performance of the proposed hybrid algorithms against other comparison
algorithms which are applied to the DNA sequence of Insulin Variant 1 (V1) data set with a window
length of five. The values in the Tab. 2 demonstrate the accuracy and MSE of the proposed hybrid
models and other conventional hybrid models. Here in this research, the most efficient results are given
by the proposed BatLFANN and BatLFBP with the accuracy rate of 99.93408%, 99.54337%, and an
MSE of 0.000659 and 0.004566 on 70% training datasets. Furthermore, BatGDBP is left behind the
BatLFANN for accuracy and MSE. BatLFBP provides 99.54337% accuracy with 0.004566 of MSE
for 70% of workout datasets. Likewise, BatGDANN achieves 99.02225% precision with an MSE of
0.001777 for the 70% of drive data after BatGDANN, BatANN delivers 99.09948% precision and
MSE of 0.009005. Finally, BatBP converges with an accuracy of 98.6667% and an MSE of 0.013333.
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Whereas for the test data sets, the proposed hybrid algorithms BatLFANN and BatLFBP
achieved 99.82853%, 99.32621%, with an MSE of 0.001715, and 0.006738 respectively. The rest of
the algorithms like BatANN, BatBP, BatGDANN, and BATGNBP achieved accuracies of 98.32182%,
99.02543%, 99.00318%, 98.95178% and MSE’s of 0.016782, 0.006746, 0.002968, 0.010482 respectively.
The above results concluded that BatLFANN and BatLFBP gave best optimal solutions 99.93408%
and 99.54337% at 70% of training datasets which are almost near to actual results. Also, BatLFANN
and BatLFBP gave promising outcomes of 99.82853% and 99.32621% on the 30% testing dataset with
MSE’s of 0.001715 and 0.006738 respectively. Additionally, Fig. 5 shows a graphical representation of
the convergence performance of the MSE to test the data set of each hybrid algorithm.

Figure 5: (Continued)
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Figure 5: MSE convergence of the proposed BatLFBP with other hybrid algorithms for WL 5 on
variant1 (V1) dataset

5.3 Results Performance for WL 10

Tab. 3 presents various records that are based on six different hybrid models applied to the
dataset of a Variant1 (V1) insulin DNA sequence. That offers performance in terms of precision
and average squared error. In this research, the most efficient result is delivered by of the proposed
BatLFANN and BatLFBP with accuracies of 99.75693%, 99.93044 and MSE’s 0.002431, 0.005696 on
70% of the training datasets. Parallel to the proposed models, the performance of the other hybrid
BatANN achieves an accuracy rate of 99.17068% and an MSE of 0.008293 on 70% of the training
data. Apart from these, BatBP’s accuracy rate on 70% of training set is 99.51123 with an MSE of
0,004888. Moreover, BatGDANN achieved performance in-terms of accuracy is 99.653% with an MSE
of 0.00347. Finally, BatGDBP was 99.1597% accurate with an MSE of 0.0084 ono 70% of the training
sets. It is concluded from the above results, the proposed hybrid models BatLFANN and BatLFBP
gave promising results on training datasets.

Similarly, on 30% of testing datasets BatLFANN and BatLFBP achieved accuracies of 99.89899%,
99.54473% with MSE of 0.00101, 0.004553 respectively. The remaining hybrid algorithms like simple
BatANN, BatBP, BatGDNN and BatGDBP delivered accuracies on 30% of the testing sets are
99.78495%, 99.70856%, 99.10832%, and 99.51015% with MSE’s of 0.00215, 0.002914, 0.001917,
and 0.004899 respectively. Based on the results, it is concluded that the proposed BatLFANN and
BatLFBP algorithms perform better than the rest of the comparable hybrid algorithms. The graphical
representation of the performance of each hybrid algorithm is presented in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: MSE convergence of the proposed BatLFBP with other hybrid algorithms for WL 10 on
variant1 (V1) dataset
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5.4 Results Performance for WL 15

Tab. 4 Comprises of number of results which are obtained from different hybrid models which
have been applied to the DNA sequence of Insulin Variant 1 (V1) dataset with fifteen window
length size. In the Tab. 4, the proposed hybrid models are BatLFANN and BatLFBP which delivered
accuracies of 70% on the training datasets i.e., 99.82023% and 99.61878% with MSE’s of 0.001798 and
0.003812 respectively. Beside these proposed hybrid algorithms, BatANN, BatBP, BatGDANN, and
BatGDBP attained accuracies on the 70% of the training set of 99.03144%, 98.08247%, 99.00282%,
and 99.49946% and MSE’s of 0.000686, 0.011175, 0.001172, and 0.005005 respectively.

Additionally, after completing the dataset training, testing is done on the 30% of the data. During
the test phase, the proposed BatLFANN and BatLFBP provided 99.88153% and 99.83418% accuracies
with MSE’s of 0.001185 and 0.001658 respectively. The comparing algorithms like simple BatANN,
and BatBP achieved accuracies of 99.3449% and 99.33194%. Whereas, BatGDNN and BatGDBP
gave accuracies of 99.73115%, and 99.32988% with MSE’s 0.002688, and 0.006701 respectively. It
is summarized from the above Tab. 4, the results of all the hybrid models such as BatLFANN
and BatLFBP achieved better accuracies for the training and the testing datasets. The graphical
representation of the performance of the hybrid algorithms is provided below in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: (Continued)
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Figure 7: MSE convergence of the proposed BatLFBP with other hybrid algorithms for WL 15 on
variant1 (V1) dataset

Table 5: Terminologies and notations

DNA Deoxy Ribonucleic Acid V1 Variant 1
A Adenine V2 Variant 2
T Thymine WL Window Length
G Guanine BATGDNN Bat Gaussian Distribution Neural

Network
C Cytosine
NCBI National Centre for Biotechnology

Information
BATGDBP Bat Gaussian Distribution Back

Propagation Neural Network
ANN Artificial Neural Network BATLFANN Bat Levy Flight Artificial Neural

Network
BPNN Back Propagation Neural Network BATLFBP Bat Levy Flight Back Propagation
WNN Wavelet Neural Network

6 Conclusions

This research work targeted the hybridization of the metaheuristic optimization techniques with
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) to achieve a high
level of results and accuracy for the task of classification. In this research work, the Bat algorithm is
a hybrid of ANN and BPNN. A total of six hybrid algorithms are used for the classification of DNA
sequences, two of which are proposed hybrid algorithms and the remaining four are comparable hybrid
algorithms. Datasets on insulin DNA sequences are used for assessments with three different window
sizes: window length 5, window length 10 and window length 15. For classification performance,
the proposed models such as BatLFANN and BatLFBP are compared with the other state-of-the-
art algorithms like BatANN, BatBP, BatGDANN and BatGDBP in-terms of MSE and accuracy.
From the perspective of simulations results, it is show that the proposed BatLFANN and BatLFBP
achieved better accuracies as compared to the other hybrid models. After the favorable outcomes from
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the practical evaluations, it is concluded that Bat optimization techniques with ANN and BP gave
accuracies of almost 99 percent within 1000 epochs on DNA sequence classification.

In the Future, this research will be enhanced with some of the most recent metaheuristic
algorithms like Sine-Cosine to achieve better classification on some other biological DNA sequences.
It has the ability to find out the infected and healthy DNA sequence for diseases like COVID19. Please
refer to Tab. 5 for all the terminologies and notations used in this paper.
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